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    There is one truth only, it is not existed 

in the concept of the single "gravity", also 

not in the single "repulsion", and certainly 

not in the "gravity and repulsion" taking the 

same mass substance as the carrier, but in 

the external force and the repulsive force. 

The opposite direction crisscross, friction and confrontation of 

two forces of background field natural external force (contraction 

state gather-jet-stream) and celestial field natural repulsive force 

(expansion state radiation-jet-stream), to establish the mutual 

conversion for mass substance and energy substance of the 

universe, and impel the universal perpetual motion. The 

relationship between background field natural external force 

(contraction state gather-jet-stream) and celestial field natural 

repulsive force (expansion state radiation-jet-stream): the sum 

(superposition) of my celestial field natural repulsive force 

(expansion state radiation-jet-stream) and their celestial field 

natural repulsive force (expansion state radiation-jet-stream), is for 

your any point’s background field natural external force (contraction 



state gather-jet-stream) — the first cause of the universe. While, 

the sum (superposition) of your celestial field natural repulsive force 

(expansion state radiation-jet-stream) and their celestial field 

natural repulsive force (expansion state radiation-jet-stream), is for 

my any point’s background field natural external force (contraction 

state gather-jet-stream) — the first cause of the universe. 

The natural external force is the force of contraction and 

aggregation, and the natural repulsive force is the force of 

expansion and exclusion; the natural external force is taking space 

energy substance as the carrier, and the natural repulsive force is 

taking celestial mass substance as the carrier; thus constitutes a 

real contradiction, so the natural external force and natural 

repulsive force are the real forces of the universe. 

Newton’s "gravity" is the force of contraction, and the single 

gravity cannot explain the expansion of the universe, so gravity is 

not the real force of the universe; The "repulsion" derived by 

Hubble according to the galaxies’ mutual far away is the force of 

expansion, and the single repulsion cannot explain the mutual 

aggregation between celestial bodies, so repulsion is not the real 

force of the universe; Einstein’s "gravity and repulsion" (the 

cosmological constant is equivalent to repulsion) are the forces 

taking the same celestial mass substance as the carrier, and 



"gravity and repulsion" are the fake contradiction, so Einstein’s 

"gravity and repulsion" are not the real forces of the universe too. 
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